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Abstract— CLOUD can be expanded as Common Location independent On-line Utility that is available on Demand. This review starts with study on cloud computing in virtual perspective. The cloud has many “on-demand” service models, of which, cloud storage is a model which is amorphous today and with neither a clearly defined set of capabilities nor any single architecture. This paper carefully studies on taxonomy of storage virtualization which forms the basis for cloud storage. The review on, CDMI and OCCI interface and their integration in cloud storage referential model helps researcher to implement Information Life-cycle Management (ILM) through tiered storage to store the backups. The cloud data can be retrieved through n-tier and those tiers are useful to allocate future storage requirement. This review concludes with challenges to be eschewed in cloud storage. To sum-up, this review will be a compendium for the researcher, to understand cloud data storage in virtual perspective.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is envisioned as next generation technology in IT. Instead of running program and data in an individual desktop computer, everything is hosted in the “CLOUD” a nebulous assemblage of computers and servers via Internet, where quality of service is provided on subscription basis.

Cloud storage is an "on-demand" service model in which data is maintained, managed and backed up remotely and made available to users over a network. It is a subscription based model. The cloud data can be stored and manipulated via a concept known as tiered storage [5].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows, Section 2 and its associate sections discusses about core of this review such as cloud computing and its "on demand" storage as a service model. Section 3 elaborates storage virtualization. Section 4 elucidates cloud storage referential model. Section 5 highlights challenges in cloud storage.

II. KEY TECHNOLOGIES

A. CLOUD COMPUTING

National Institute of Standard Technology (NIST) [6] defines CLOUD as a model for enabling convenient, on demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.

Cloud computing is about moving services, computation or data for cost and business advantage off-site to an internal or external, location-transparent, centralized facility or contractor. By making data available in the cloud, it can be more easily and ubiquitously accessed, often at much lower cost, increasing its value by enabling opportunities for enhanced collaboration, integration and analysis on a shared common virtual platform.

Cloud has five essential characters such as on demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and measured services and four deployment models such as public, private, community and hybrid [6]. Cloud has many "on-demand" service models on subscription basis over Internet. The agile feature of cloud computing has clinched Internet into an new age of “Everything as a Service” of which, StaaS is one such model which follows a storage virtualization in a "silo" approach to store and retrieve data from the remote tiers.
B. STORAGE AS A SERVICE (STaaS)

STaaS is a business model in which large company rents space in their storage infrastructure to a smaller company or individual.

III. STORAGE VIRTUALIZATION

Storage virtualization presents a logical view of the physical storage resources to host. This logical storage appears and behaves as physical storage directly connected to the host.

The Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA) published a three level taxonomy that provides storage virtualization [2], [7], [10].

The first level of storage virtualization should be in either Block level or in File level. Block level virtualization extends storage volumes on-line, resolving application growth requirement, consolidating heterogeneous storage array and enabling transparent volume access. It also provides the advantage of non-disruptive data migration through Storage Area Network (SAN). SAN carries data between servers (also called host) and storage devices through fibre channel switches. SAN enables storage consolidation and allow to share across multiple servers. It enables organization to connect geographically dispersed servers and storage. The two protocols that extend block-level access to application over Internet Protocol (IP) are namely internet Small Computer System Interface protocol (iSCSI) and Fibre Channel over IP (FCIP) [4].

iSCSI is an IP-based protocol that establishes and manages connection between storage, host and bridging. The data block is transported using TCP/IP. It has enabled IT organization to gain benefit of storage networking architecture at reasonable cost.

FCIP is a tunnelling protocol that enables distributed FC SAN islands to be transparently interconnected over existing IP-based local, metropolitan and wide-area networks. As a result, organizations now have a better way to protect, store and move their data while leveraging investments in existing technology. FCIP uses TCP/IP as its underlying protocol. In FCIP, the FC frames are encapsulated onto the IP payload. It does not manipulate FC frames (translating FC IDs for transmission). When SAN islands are connected using FCIP, each interconnection is called an FCIP link. A successful FCIP link between two SAN islands results in a fully merged FC fabric.

File-level virtualization addresses the Network Access Storage (NAS) challenges. It eliminates the dependencies between the data accessed at the file level and location, where the files are physically stored. It simplifies the file mobility. It provides user or application independence from location where the files are stored. It creates logical pool of storage, enabling users to use logical path, rather than a physical path to access files, thus enabling data sharing. NAS protocol enables CSPs to network together thousands of hard drives and manage them in one central server to provide the storage service. NAS enables CSPs to share data among users.
In second level, it should be implemented in server, storage network and storage. The server virtualization includes path management, volume management and replication. In storage network virtualization, path redirection, access control and load balancing are managed. In storage virtualization, volume management with Logical Unit Number (LUN), replication and RAID are managed. LUN help in disk utilization whereas RAID is an enabling technology that leverages multiple disks as part of a set, which provides data protection against Hard Disk Drive (HDD) failures. In general, RAID implementation also improves the I/O performance of storage system by storing data across multiple HDDs.

In third level, the storage virtualization can be implemented either as In-band or out-of-band. In In-band virtualization, data-path is within virtualization function. It is useful for static application. In out-of-band virtualization, data path is external and is useful for virtual storage applications such as tiered storage [4], [5].

The key benefit of storage virtualization is to increase storage utilization through tiers, adding or deleting storage without affecting the application's availability and non-disruptive data migration.

IV. CLOUD STORAGE REFERENTIAL MODEL

SNIA is based on Cloud Data Management Interface (CDMI) which has four standards such as cloud storage subscriber(users), cloud storage service provider, cloud storage service developer and cloud storage service broker [2], [10]. These standards provides functional interface, Used to create, retrieve, update and delete data elements from the cloud. As part of these interfaces, the client will be able to manage container and the data that is placed in these container enables inter-operable cloud storage and data management.

A container is not only a useful for abstraction of storage space, but also serves as a grouping of the virtual data stored in it and a point of control for applying data services in the aggregate. CDMI can be used to manage container exported for use by cloud computing infrastructures [2], [7]. CDMI containers are accessible not only via CDMI as a data path but also through other protocols such as OCCI.

OCCI is a free, open, community consensus driven API, targeting cloud infrastructure services [2]. With OCCI, cloud computing clients can invoke a new application stack, manage its life cycle and also manages the resource that it uses. The OCCI interface can also be used to assign storage to a virtual machine in order to run the application stack such as that exported by SNIA’s CDMI interface. Figure well explains CDMI and OCCI in an integrated cloud computing environment. The exported CDMI containers can be used by the Virtual Machines in the cloud computing environment as virtual disks on each guest.

With the internal knowledge of the network and virtual machine, Cloud Infrastructure Management Application (CIMA) can attach exported CDMI containers to the virtual machines. CDMI provides a type of export that contains information obtained via the OCCI interface. In addition, OCCI provides a type of storage that corresponds to exported CDMI containers. OCCI and CDMI can achieve interoperability initiating storage export configuration from either OCCI or CDMI interfaces as starting points. Although the outcome is the same, there are differences between the procedures using CDMI’s interface over the OCCI’s as a starting point.
The interoperability between CDMI and OCCI starts with client creating a CDMI container through the CDMI interface and export it as an OCCI export type. The CDMI container object ID is returned as a result. The client then creates a virtual machine through the OCCI interface and attaches a storage volume of type CDMI using the Object ID. The OCCI virtual machine ID is returned as a result. The client then updates the CDMI container object export information with the OCCI virtual machine ID to allow virtual machine access to the container. The client then starts the virtual machine through the OCCI interface [2]. This interoperability helps to achieve StaaS using ILM in tiered storage.

V. CHALLENGES IN CLOUD STORAGES

The challenges in cloud storage includes storage upgradation cost, data security, path management with Cloud, multi-site data sharing, disaster recovery and handling storage growth. Of these challenges, researchers’ are working especially on disaster recovery and handling storage growth [1].

A. DISASTER RECOVERY

This is the foremost challenge in cloud storage. It is the replication and hosting of physical or virtual servers by a third-party to provide fail-over in the event of a man-made or natural catastrophe.

Generally disaster can be caused by various factors such as hardware failure, natural disaster, closure of cloud services, cloud related malware, inadequate infrastructure design and planning and others. Data can be lost partially or fully due to these disaster which has been recovered. For such reasons, a suitable Disaster Recovery Plan (DSP) can be especially useful for small to mid-size business or individual that lacks the necessary expertise to invest in and maintain their own off-site Disaster Recovery environment. It should be flexible as the business need changes. Researcher has scope to develop a suitable Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS).

B. HANDLING STORAGE GROWTH

Data storage administrator will assess and forecast future requirements, so that, planning and implementation of storage growth would ascertain organization to save money and budget on storage. Factors to consider include tier(s) of data storage. Automated Storage Tiering (AST) allows less frequently accessed items to be moved to a lower (and less costly) tier, freeing faster (and more expensive) tiers for those applications that need it. Techniques like data de-duplication and file compression can help reduce the amount of storage capacity needed by eliminating extra copies of the same file and reducing the amount of space needed to store files and images. Researcher has sufficient scope to develop policies and programs for AST to handle future storage growth.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The key technologies reviewed in this paper provides in-depth knowledge to understand cloud computing and its "on-demand" cloud service models. The CDMI Integration with OCCI in virtual perspective helps to build a reliable storage virtualization. StaaS discussed in this review will be a compendium to understand the underlying concept of cloud storage. The challenges discussed at the end of this review provide direction and scope of research in cloud storage. The future work include careful study on storage virtualization and Cloud Storage Referential model, through which a reliable and secured n-tiered storage is achieved for StaaS, which will benefit all walks of people.
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